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Abstract. We present a competition on text block segmentation within
the framework of the International Conference on Pattern Recognition
(ICPR) 2020. The main goal of this competition is to automatically
analyse the structure of historical newspaper pages with a subsequent
evaluation of the participants’ algorithms performance. In contrast to
many existing segmentation methods, instead of working on pixels, the
present study has a focus on clustering baselines/text lines into text
blocks. Therefore, we introduce a new measure based on a baseline detection evaluation scheme. But also common pixel-based approaches could
participate without restrictions. Working on baseline level addresses
directly the application scenario where for a given image the contained
text should be extracted in blocks for further investigations. We present
the results of three submissions. The experiments have shown that text
blocks can be reliably detected both on pages with a simple layout and
on pages with a complex layout.
Keywords: Document image analysis · Historical documents
analysis · Text block segmentation · Baseline detection
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Background and Impact

This competition was held as part of the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme NewsEye - A Digital Investigator for Historical Newspapers1 and was organised by the research group CITlab2 being part of the
NewsEye consortium.
The purpose of the NewsEye project is to enable historians and humanities
scholars to investigate a great amount of historical newspaper collections provided by libraries. To ensure an eﬃcient work, the data processing steps should
be as automatic as possible.
1
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To this end, an automatic digitisation of scanned newspaper pages has to
be done. This includes especially the detection of the baselines present in the
image, the recognition of the corresponding text and ﬁnally, the goal of this
competition, merging the single lines into text blocks. Afterwards, these blocks
can be analysed by humanists or can be used for other document analysis tasks
like named entity recognition or topic modelling. A baseline is described by a
polygonal chain, i.e., a list of a ﬁnite number of ordered two dimensional points.
In the past similar competitions have been organized, like the ICDAR Competition on Recognition of Documents with Complex Layouts3 . The main diﬀerence is that we work on baseline level instead on pixel level. This implies also
the need for a new evaluation measure (see Sect. 4). In the following, we ﬁrst
give a brief overview to related work in document image analysis in Sect. 2. In
Sect. 3 we will describe the competition in detail. The participating teams and
their methods are presented in Sect. 5 and the results are evaluated in Sect. 6.

2

Related Work

In general, if you want to extract the content of a newspaper page, you usually
start with an analysis of its logical parts. This includes the recognition of headings, headers, footers, images, tables and related text lines that form text blocks.
To extract the mentioned building blocks, various methods can be used that rely
on visual features, textual features or both. There are algorithms, relying on speciﬁc rules that hold for pages with a certain layout [17,19]. However, models like
this do not generalise well and will fail to make good predictions for pages with
complex layout. Furthermore, speciﬁcally for page segmentation, traditional layout analysis methods like connected components, recursive XY cut, docstrum or
voronoi diagrams were used in the past [1,14]. Nonetheless, the best performing algorithms rely on machine learning algorithms from the ﬁelds of semantic
segmentation [4,15], object detection [24] and instance segmentation [27].
In most cases, CNNs are used to extract the visual features from the input
page in a ﬁrst step. Subsequently, these are used by other neural network modules or combined with other features, e.g.., textual ones. Algorithms using textual
information, like [5] for document classiﬁcation, use word or paragraph embeddings created by deep learning frameworks like BERT [9]. BERT stands for “Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers” which is a transformerbased model used for NLP tasks. Finally, following recent advances in object
detection, models like YOLO [22] or Faster R-CNN [23] and its successor Mask
R-CNN [16] have been used in document image analysis [27].
The recognition of page objects respectively the segmentation of a document in its logical components was also the topic of recent competitions, in
the following just naming a few. At the ICDAR2015/2017/2019 Competition on
Recognition of Documents with Complex Layouts [3,7,8], the participants had
to segment scanned pages from contemporary magazines and technical articles,
classify the resulting regions and to apply text recognition as a bonus challenge.
3

https://www.primaresearch.org/RDCL2019/.
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Furthermore, the ICDAR2017 Competition on Page Object Detection [12] was
organized, deﬁning the task of detecting page objects like tables, mathematical equations, graphics, ﬁgures, etc. from document images. And ﬁnally, at the
ICDAR2019 Competition on Table Detection and Recognition, the objective was
to detect tables in an image on the one hand and to extract the table structure
on the other hand.

3

Competition Details

3.1

Data

The data have been collected from the NewsEye project and consists of historical
newspaper pages (partially binarised) ranging from the 19th to 20th century provided by the Austrian National Library4 , i.e., especially containing newspapers
in German language. The newspapers made available for this competition comprise the titles “Arbeiter Zeitung”, “Illustrierte Kronen Zeitung”, “Innsbrucker
Nachrichten” and “Neue Freie Presse”. The data can be downloaded from the
competition website5 .
The training data contains a set of scanned pages. Furthermore, for every
image we provided the coordinates of the baselines, the corresponding text of the
lines and the text regions marking the text blocks in the well-established PAGE
XML format (see [21]). Additionally, baselines lying within the same block have
a unique ID in the so-called “custom tag” (see Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) for marked
baselines and Figs. 1(b) and 2(b) for marked text blocks).
Please note that a text block captures a whole paragraph and the block
outlines enclose the text very closely. Headlines are marked separately and blocks
are not across columns. Furthermore, images can be ignored since they (usually)
do not contain baselines and occurring tables and framed advertisements are
handled as single text blocks (see Fig. 2(b)).
The following represents a snippet of a PAGE XML ﬁle where the baseline
with ID “tl 223” forms a block together with all other lines with the block
ID “a7”
<TextLine id="tl_223" primaryLanguage="German"
custom="readingOrder {index:5;} structure {id:a7; type:article;}">.

The type description “article” in the custom tag is a result of the NewsEye
project. In connection with this competition an article means simply a text block.
For each sample in the test data there is an image of the scanned newspaper
page with its corresponding PAGE XML ﬁle containing the baselines (without
any block IDs), the text and only a single text region surrounding the whole page.
The single region should be ignored but is necessary because the PAGE XML
4
5

https://www.onb.ac.at/en/.
https://www.mathematik.uni-rostock.de/forschung/projekte/citlab/projects/textblock-segmentation-competition-icpr2020/.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Upper part of a simple newspaper page with marked baselines (baselines
belonging to the same block have the same colour). (b) Upper part of a simple newspaper page with marked text blocks. (Color figure online)

format requires that every line is assigned to a region. The ground truth (GT)
data, in which the baselines have again the block IDs, is, of course, conﬁdential.
GT means, in our context, the ideal of a system’s output generated by humans.
3.2

Tasks

The objective of the tasks is to assign baselines belonging to the same detected
text block with the same block ID in the custom tag. All given lines have to be
assigned where it is possible that a single line forms a block, i.e., it has its own
ID.
The competition was split into two tasks where each participant was free to
choose one of them or both. A simple track with newspaper pages only with
continuous text (40 pages training data, 10 pages test data, see Fig. 1) and a
complex track with pages including additional tables, images or advertisements
(40 pages training data, 10 pages test data, see Fig. 2).
When doing page or image segmentation in general this is usually done on
pixel level, but in the context of text extraction we are rather interested in text
lines. This motivates the introduction of a new measure (see Sect. 4) evaluating
the quality of a text block segmentation system at baseline level. Hence, for the
evaluation measure only the block IDs of the lines are crucial.
Please note that pixel-based approaches where also invited to participate
without restrictions, since the training data contains GT regions for corresponding methods. Afterwards, lines lying within the same detected region could
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(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Upper part of a complex newspaper page with marked baselines (baselines
belonging to the same block have the same colour). (b) Upper part of a complex newspaper page with marked text blocks (red blocks indicate images, blue blocks indicate
advertisements, violet blocks indicate tables). (Color figure online)

simply be assigned with the same block ID in the custom tag. For entering such
tags in PAGE XML ﬁles we referred to tools available in our GitHub repository6 .
The training data was published as soon as the competition became open.
The participants had roughly ﬁve months to train their systems before the test
data was released. After two additional weeks the teams had to submit their
results.

4

Evaluation Measure

Our ﬁnal goal is the extraction of text from images for further analysis. Therefore,
in terms of segmentation it is suﬃcient to merge the lines into blocks and not
to detect regions on pixel level. Thus, leading to the introduction of a new
evaluation measure (available in our GitHub repository7 ).
4.1

Notation

Since we have to get more technical in this section, we want to deﬁne some
notations. As already mentioned in Sect. 1 a baseline is described by a polygonal
chain, i.e., a list of a ﬁnite number of ordered two dimensional points (= vertices
of the chain), so it is to be understood as a vector. Furthermore, to evaluate the
quality of the participating systems, we have to compare the results of the text
block segmentation algorithm (i.e., the hypotheses (HY)) with the GT data. Per
page we deﬁne:
6
7

https://github.com/CITlabRostock/citlab-python-util/tree/master/citlab python
util/parser/xml/page.
https://github.com/CITlabRostock/citlab-article-separation-measure.
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– gk is the GT baseline with index k given by human annotators, k ∈
{1, . . . , K}, where K is the number of all GT baselines of the page.
– hl is the HY baseline with index l computed by a baseline detection system,
l ∈ {1,. . . , L}, where L is the number of all HY baselines of the page.
– Gi = gi1 , . . . , gim is the GT text block with index i as a set of mi GT
i

baselines, i ∈ {1, . . . , M }, where M is the number of all GT blocks of the
page. 

– Hj = hj1 , . . . , hjnj is the HY text block with index j as a set of nj HY
baselines, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, where N is the number of all HY blocks of the
page.
Remark 1. The measure is developed for an end-to-end system detecting the
lines in a ﬁrst step and the text blocks afterwards. In connection with this
competition the baseline detection is not needed since the baselines are given,
i.e., the set of HY baselines is equal to the set of GT baselines. For the sake of
completeness, however, we would like to present the entire measure.
4.2

R and P Matrices

In the following we want to compare the given M GT text blocks with the generated N HY blocks. To this end, we compute two diﬀerent types of evaluation
scores between every GT block and every HY block. Hence, we get two matrices
of dimension M × N .
At this point the baseline detection measure presented in [13] is used, which is
composed of the so called R and P values, which are derived from the Precision
and Recall values, helping us to study the equality between two sets of baselines. This measure was employed successfully in the recent ICDAR 2017/2019
competitions on baseline detection (see [11] and [10]).
– The R value ∈ [0, 1] (see [13], Sect. 3) indicates, loosely spoken, how well a
set of GT baselines is covered by a set of HY baselines. Hence, this score has
similar properties to the well-known recall value.
⇒ Segmentation errors, e.g.., a baseline is split into two lines or two lines are
merged into one, are not penalised, because we measure how reliable the text
is detected (ignoring layout issues).
– The P value ∈ [0, 1] (see [13], Sect. 3) indicates, loosely spoken, how well a
set of HY baselines is covered by a set of GT baselines. Hence, this score has
similar properties to the well-known precision value.
⇒ Segmentation errors are penalised, because we measure how reliable the
structure of the baselines (layout) of the page is detected. So, this score gives
us information about the over- and under-segmentation of lines.
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Definition 1 (R matrix). The R matrix R ({G1 , . . . , GM } , {H1 , . . . , HN })
between the GT blocks Gi , i ∈ {1, . . . , M } , and the HY blocks Hj , j ∈ {1, . . . , N } ,
is deﬁned as
H1 · · ·
Hj
· · · HN
⎤
G1⎡
.. ⎢
⎥
.⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
R (Gi , Hj , Ti )
Gi⎢
⎥
⎢
.. ⎣
⎦
.
GM
in which R (Gi , Hj , Ti ) is the in [13] deﬁned R value. The set Ti contains tolerance values for each GT baseline included by Gi eﬀecting that minor deviations
in the baseline detection are not penalised.
The value R indicates for what fraction of the given GT baselines there are
corresponding detected HY baselines within a certain tolerance area.
Definition 2 (P matrix). The P matrix P ({G1 , . . . , GM } , {H1 , . . . , HN })
between the GT blocks Gi , i ∈ {1, . . . , M } , and the HY blocks Hj , j ∈ {1, . . . , N } ,
is deﬁned as
H1 · · ·
Hj
· · · HN
⎤
G1⎡
.. ⎢
⎥
.⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
P (Gi , Hj , Ti )
Gi⎢
⎥
⎢
.. ⎣
⎦
.
GM
in which P (Gi , Hj , Ti ) is the in [13] deﬁned P value. The set Ti contains tolerance values for each GT baseline included by Gi eﬀecting that minor deviations
in the baseline detection are not penalised.
The value P indicates for what fraction of the detected HY baselines there
are corresponding given GT baselines within a certain tolerance area.
4.3

R, P and F Values for Text Block Segmentation

After the calculation of the R and P matrix based on an evaluation scheme for
baseline detection, we determine the maximum entries in these matrices in a
greedy manner.
Remark 2. “Greedy manner” means, in this context, that one by one the maximal values of a given matrix are chosen with following deletion of the corresponding rows and columns. Afterwards, the resulting values are summed up
(see Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 1. Greedy Function
1: procedure Greedy(A) with A ∈ RM ×N
2:
Sum ← 0
3:
A ← A
4:
while A is not empty do
5:
a ← one of the maximal elements of A
6:
Sum ← Sum + a
7:
A ← take A and delete corresponding row/column of the element a
8:
end while
9:
return Sum
10: end procedure

Furthermore, it seems to make sense to create a monotony between the baseline detection and the proposed text block segmentation measure that holds
proposed text block segmentation measure ≤ baseline detection measure. (1)
The equality holds if and only if the blocks have been found perfectly. Later,
this relation is useful to realise in which step in an end-to-end scenario the
mistakes happened (in the baseline detection or in the text block segmentation
step). Please note again that in the proposed competition the baselines are given
and hence, the baseline detection measure is always 1.
To ensure (1), each row of the R matrix is weighted by the percentage of the
GT block (compared to all GT blocks) corresponding to this row (analogous,
each column of the P matrix is weighted by the percentage of the HY block
(compared to all HY blocks) corresponding to this column).
For example, we consider a page with three given GT blocks G1 , G2 , G3 and
two detected HY blocks H1 , H2 . Hence, the R matrix has the dimension 3 × 2.
The set G1 has 10 baselines and the sets G2 and G3 contain together 30 baselines.
Therefore, the ﬁrst row in the R matrix (this row corresponds to the GT block
G1 ) is multiplied by 1/4, since the block G1 includes 25% of all GT baselines
assigned to blocks.
After the explained multiplication/weighting step, the above described
Greedy Function is applied on the resulting matrices. We want to express this
process with
GREEDYweighted (R)

or

GREEDYweighted (P) .

Definition 3 (R, P and F value for Text Block Segmentation). The R
and P value ∈ [0, 1] for the generated HY blocks are deﬁned as
R ({G1 , . . . , GM } , {H1 , . . . , HN }) := GREEDYweighted (R) ,
P ({G1 , . . . , GM } , {H1 , . . . , HN }) := GREEDYweighted (P) .
Thus, we obtain the F value ∈ [0, 1] for text block segmentation, i.e., the harmonic mean of the R and P value,
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2·R·P
.
R+P

The target value is 1 in all three cases.
These three values give us an appropriate tool to evaluate the result of an
algorithm merging a given set of detected baselines into text blocks. The R and P
values ensure that HY blocks with too many or too few baselines in comparison
with the corresponding GT blocks are penalised with a lower evaluation score.
To identify the winner of the proposed tasks of the competition, the F values
were averaged over all test samples.

5

Description of the Systems

Three research teams excluding the organisers followed the competition:
– Cinnamon AI & Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology (HCMC)
– École des hautes études commerciales de Montréal (HEC)
– Lenovo Research & South China University of Technology (SCUT)
The ﬁrst team used a rule-based approach whereas the other two used machine
learning methods to extract the text blocks from the newspaper pages. Note that
the former team only took part in the simple track and the other two in both
tracks.
5.1

Cinnamon AI and Ho Chi Minh City University of Technology
(HCMC)

This subsection is based on [20]. HCMC used spatial baseline analysis which
led to splitting and merging the baselines gradually. Also, textual features
were utilised for the post-processing. First, polygons around the baselines were
observed and interpreted as rectangles which have the attributes xmin, ymin,
xmax, ymax. They used the third quartile (Q3) of the vertical distance between
nearest baselines as an initial threshold, denoted by vertical_distance_q3.
Finally, their workﬂow is described in the following steps.
In a ﬁrst step baselines having a horizontal overlap (horizontal_iou) larger
than 0.95 and a vertical distance less than vertical_distance_q3 * 1.2 got
merged. If there are any top-lines these got merged to the paragraphs constructed in the ﬁrst step. A top-line is the ﬁrst line of a paragraph having an indentation. To determine the top-lines, the vertical distance should
be less than vertical_distance_q3 * 1.2 and the diﬀerence of the topline’s xmin to the below nearest group of baselines xmin should be less than
vertical_distance_q3 * 0.5 and larger than 0. For the bottom-lines, if there
were any, the same procedure was applied and for cases, where paragraphs
only consisted of two lines the same analysis was used. The last case included
headings and titles which have two continuous lines having a center alignment. To determine the center alignment, consider the diﬀerence between the
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horizontal centers of the baselines. The absolute value should be less than
vertical_distance_q3 * 0.5. For hard cases, an additional post-processing
was applied. As a last step, a unique integer tag was given to each group of
baselines in the custom tag of the PAGE XML ﬁle.
5.2

École des hautes études commerciales de Montréal (HEC)

This subsection is based on [26]. HEC used deep neural networks for detecting
regions of diﬀerent text blocks. Speciﬁcally, Mask R-CNN [16], a neural network used for instance segmentation was applied using the provided training
datasets independently for the simple and the complex track. To this end, the
workﬂow presented in the “Torchvision Object Detection Finetuning Tutorial”8
was adapted to the text block detection task and is summarised in the following.
First, all regions in the training sets were converted to alpha mask images,
in order to make them compatible for the intended deep learning architecture9 .
To avoid overﬁtting, data augmentation was applied to the images and masks
without distorting their colour coding using the fastai library10 .
After the model was trained, the predicted masks (arrays of the same size
as the input image with values of 1’s for the recognised text blocks and 0’s elsewhere) for the test sets were used to determine for each baseline which mask contains the largest number of the baseline points. Note that a baseline is described
by a list of ordered points as mentioned in Sect. 4.1. All the baseline points
matching a speciﬁc mask received the block ID of that mask. The IDs were
named arbitrarily while remaining unique. The points, that did not fall into any
mask received their unique block ID each. This procedure ensures that a single
baseline point will not fall into two categories at the same time. The ID that
occurred most frequently under the single points of a baseline was ﬁnally the
block ID for the whole baseline.
For the full implementation of the algorithm see the GitHub page of the
participant11 .
5.3

Lenovo Research and South China University of Technology
(SCUT)

This subsection is based on [6]. SCUT also used, among other modules, an
instance segmentation model for both tracks and describe their algorithm in the
following steps.
First, data augmentation was applied to the training data, including resizing,
cropping, swapping, erasing, etc. Afterwards, a contour-based instance segmentation model computed the segmentation information. As input, the digitised
8
9
10
11

https://pytorch.org/tutorials/intermediate/torchvision tutorial.html.
https://github.com/davoodwadi/ICPR2020-TextBlockSegment/blob/master/
extracting masks-complex.ipynb.
https://fastai1.fast.ai/vision.transform.html.
https://github.com/davoodwadi/ICPR2020-TextBlockSegment.
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image was used and instance contours of the text blocks were outputted by the
model. Then, for every baseline the corresponding instance contour was determined. In parallel, a separate model for obtaining the link relationships of text
lines was used. It contains a Feature Pyramid Network [18] as a backbone to
extract image features, and a BLSTM model to extract textual features. Afterwards, a feature vector containing the image and text information was generated
and send to a Graph Attention Network (GAT) [25] model. The output of the
GAT was then inputted to a fully connected layer to classify whether a current
line and an adjacent line belong to the same block. Finally, a fusion mechanism
was used to combine the results of the instance segmentation and the GAT model
to generate the ﬁnal result.

6

Results

The results of the competition are presented in Table 1. The F values are averaged over the 10 pages of the corresponding test sets.
Table 1. Results of the participants (including CITlab baseline method) in terms of
the in Sect. 4 presented F value on the test sets.
F value simple track F value complex track
CITlab 0.934

0.768

HCMC 0.999

–

HEC

0.995

0.887

SCUT

0.997

0.954

As organisers, we also provide a baseline method which is out of the competition. The CITlab text block detection system12 is a rule-based method using
the idea of the DBSCAN cluster algorithm (see [2]). The single baselines are
interpreted as points and we deﬁne with their interline distance and their horizontal overlap a distance concept used by DBSCAN to cluster the points. The
resulting clusters are our blocks. The advantage of the DBSCAN method is that
the algorithm itself determines the number of clusters, i.e., the number of text
blocks, in contrast to other cluster algorithms like K-Means. Since we do not
know a priori how many blocks there are on a page, this is a crucial point.
As expected, the simple track did not pose a great challenge for the participants. Hence, the results are close together. HCMC wins the simple track, since
they ﬁne tuned their rule-based method on the speciﬁc training set which is very
similar to the test set (an example output is given in Fig. 3(a)). However, the
other two machine learning based methods are only marginally worse than the
rule-based approach.
12

https://github.com/CITlabRostock/citlab-article-separation.
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The complex test pages with their images, advertisements and tables are
much more challenging to process by a text block detection system. Therefore,
there is a great gap between CITlabs baseline method and the machine learning
algorithms from HEC and SCUT. The instance segmentation using a Mask RCNN of HEC performs pretty well. On the other hand, the SCUT team computed
in addition to instance segmentation features also GAT results based on image
and text information. The combination of the segmentation features and the
GAT output clearly outperforms the pure instance segmentation model of HEC,
i.e., SCUT wins the complex track (an example output is given in Fig. 3(b)).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Upper part of a simple newspaper page with baselines marked by the block
detection system of HCMC. (b) Upper part of a complex newspaper page with baselines
marked by the block detection system of SCUT.

7

Conclusion

This paper described the task, systems and results of the ICPR 2020 Competition
on Text Block Segmentation on a NewsEye dataset. The task was to detect text
blocks for given historical newspaper pages by grouping baselines belonging to
the same block together. The participants could choose between a simple and a
complex competition track.
There were three participants who submitted results, one team only took part
in the simple track and the other two teams in both tracks. It turned out that the
diﬀerent methods (rule-based and machine learning based) process simple pages
similarly and very reliably. Furthermore, it is also possible to develop precisely
performing machine learning based systems to detect text blocks on complex
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pages with only a slightly lower evaluation score in comparison with the score
on simple pages.
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